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2.4 meter Hubble-sized mirror.
100x the Hubble FoV, at Hubble
resolution.
First “Big Data” NASA
astrophysics mission.
Highly synergistic w/ JWST.
10 weeks to observe as
much of the Universe as
Hubble’s 28-year history.
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27.5 mag (10 yr)

6.7 meter large telescope mirror.
3.2 billion pixel camera (10 sq.
deg FOV, 40x Moon).
Rapid design; 800 images /
night, 18,000 sq deg / 3 days.
1 month to observe more of the
Universe than all previous
astronomy surveys.
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M. Graham

helps resolve blending in LSST data and reduce biases in photometric redshift measurements.
• WFIRST
larger field helps place WFIRST observations into a broader context (e.g., galaxy luminosity function).
• LSST’s
LSST
benefits
from sharp likelihood peaks from WFIRST and ability to quickly reach LSST-10 yr depth (unique
• in depth, precision,
redshift range, control of systematics).
• LSST’s transient survey will uncover many supernovae for joint LSST+WFIRST light curve fitting from UV to IR.
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Joint pixel-analysis of LSST data with WFIRST images will improve LSST’s galaxy-galaxy deblending algorithms
and reduce biases in shear estimates.
LSST+WFIRST data will help resolve shapes of faint galaxies and enhance detection of faint tidal structures and
dwarf satellites.
WFIRST extragalactic “deep fields” (5 sq deg, 29th mag) highly synergistic with LSST Deep Drilling campaigns.
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LSST-WFIRST catalogs will span from UV to near-infrared wavelengths, for vastly improved star formation
• Joint
and abundance derivations.
(WFIRST) imaging of stellar populations will improve completeness, astrometry, and photometric
• LSST
precision for hot (cool) stars in the respective studies.
image quality from WFIRST will improve astrometry, morphology, star-galaxy separation in LSST data.
• Higher
LSST’s
high-cadence imaging will discover new variable phenomena for infrared characterization with WFIRST.
•
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LSST + WFIRST catalogues of dangerous Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) and Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs).
• Joint
Identification
of new, faint objects by LSST can be quickly followed-up with deeper observations by WFIRST.
• Overlap of wavelength
ranges of LSST + WFIRST can calibrate data sets for full spectral photometry from UV to
• near-infrared.
sky coverage, LSST provides coverage for objects at opposition observable in the southern
• Complementary
half of the sky.

